
OUR SOLUTION FOR YOU

By using TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS you capture, analyse and contribute to a sustainable improvement of work situation.
We off er you our mobile TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS SET UP package, consisting of user-friendly software as well as the corres-
ponding hardware.

TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS         

SET UP |

SOFTWARE [1]

NETBOOK 11,6“ [2]

LIGHTING [3]

TRIPOD[4]

CASE [5] | DIMENSIONS L: 52cm 

W:17cm H: 44cm | Weight: 8,5kg

YOUR PACKAGE |

TEMPLO®  Ergonomics Analysis is 
based on following components:

OUR REFERENCES

„With TEMPLO® TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS we can better adjust our aids to work-
place ergonomics as an interface to the physiotherapist we off er a comprehensive 
concept for maintaining the health of employees in the company“.
| Tino Sprekelmeyer |  Managing Director |

„With TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS I can visualise and discuss with my customers their 
individual work situation and if necessary implement improvements. If I leave the 
coaching, the employee already has the detailed analysis in his mailbox! Perfect!“
| Frank Schulte | Owner of Gesundheitscoaching | 
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TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS WORK PLACE ANALYSIS – The mobile analysis system for evaluating posture at the workplace. Ex-
pand your services in the area of company health management, health days and individual screening measures.

+  HOW TO MAKE WORK PLACES MORE ERGONOMIC
Step by step TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS leads through the analysis of the sitting or 
standing position at the work place- FAST - SIMPLE - OBJECTIVE.
This provides you with all relevant data for the ergonomic adaptation of work equip-
ment such as chair, table, computer, keyboard or mouse.

+ REDUCE HAZARDS AND COSTS
Use TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS to assess hazards in the workplace and change them 
permanently. Reducing disruptions in business processes caused by downtime and 
work-related illnesses avoids unnecessary labour costs and increases productivity.

AIMS AND ACTIVITIES

Current working position > Optimized seating position

TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS
ASSISTS

+ the fast and automated 

analysis of the work place

 + the visualization of hazards

+ the precise planning and 

control of interventions

+ the ergonomic adaptation of 

work equipment

+ the consideration of ergono-

mic guidelines

+ in compliance with the 

GDPR

YOUR ADVANTAGE WITH
TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS

+ WORKFLOW

+ Easy to use
+ Time expenditure of 10 
minutes
+ High throughput with
30 employees/day
+ Quick data availability
+ Careful reporting and docu-
mentation 

+ EQUIPMENT

+ Mobile complete system

+ SERVICE

+ Provision of additional 

advertising material for your 

customer

+ PRICE
+ The complete package

has a very good price and

Performance ratio

+ CHECK AND RETEST

+  CAPTURE THE CURRENT-
WORK SITUATION

+ IMPROVE SUSTAINABLY + ANALYSE WITH
TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS

CAPTURE. ANALYSE. IMPROVE SUSTAINABLY.

„INVEST 10 MINUTES 

FOR MORE 

WORK EFFICIENCY“.

TEMPLO® ERGONOMICS SOFTWARE

THE ANALYSIS FOR A MORE ERGONOMIC WORKING POSITION
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